Mythographic Color and Discover: Fantasy Forest
An Artist’s Coloring Book of Woodland Spirits
Fabiana Attanasio
An enchanting timberland of creativity for advanced artists

Summary
This mind-bending collection of highly detailed, surreal illustrations traverses new paths to discover a hidden forest beyond imagination. Lush, dew-dropped flora, charmed creatures, twinkling fairies, and tree spirits dwell under a magical canopy of transformative detail. This next advanced coloring book will delight fans who eagerly await each edition of this beloved series.

Contributor Bio
FABIANA ATTANASIO is an Italian illustrator whose works include picture books, puzzle books, and coloring books.
**Starcana: Green Magic**

**A Coloring Book of Botanical Enchantment**

Ash Miyagawa

*Advanced coloring of herbs, botanicals, and green magick*

**Summary**

*Starcana: Green Magic* is the follow-up to the gorgeously illustrated *Starcana: Moon Magic*. In this elevated, highly detailed, and entrancing collection of more than 45 illustrations, advanced colorists will delight in the magickal themes elaborately depicted throughout. The evolved next book in the series hones in on green witchcraft and herbalism and pushes these lenses further into surrealist juxtapositions. With botanicals that relate to specific planets, this coloring book is imbued with practical green magic as well as popular new-age astrology themes. Complete with gorgeous green line art, the *Starcana* line of advanced coloring books stands apart from the competition.

**Contributor Bio**

ASH MIYAGAWA is a multidisciplinary illustrator and designer based in Chicago, Illinois. Her dark and delicate illustrative work is rooted in esoteric symbols found in the natural world and beyond—allowing one to reveal new narratives for themselves in interpretation of the details. In her spare time, she can be found insect pinning, walking along lake Michigan or curling up to read with her two black cats, Fig and Jasper.
Zendoodle Coloring Presents: Goblins in the Hollow
An Artist’s Coloring Book
Denyse Klette

Favorite artist Denyse Klette is back with another whimsical and wonderful coloring book!

Summary
Denyse Klette’s unforgettable coloring books—*Fairies in Dreamland, Mermaids in Paradise, Gnomes in the Neighborhood*, and most recently, *Birds in the Forest*—have delighted colorists from day one. Now, this incredible artist is back with a brand-new book of mischievous and magical goblins, enchanting woodland settings, and fantastical friends. Her signature style brings every page of quirky characters to life.

Contributor Bio
DENYSE KLETTE’s murals and landscapes have graced the halls of hotels, resorts and in-home décor. Her original paintings have been represented in galleries internationally. She is also the illustrator of *Zendoodle Coloring Presents: Fairies in Dreamland, Mermaids in Paradise*, and *Gnomes in the Neighborhood*. 
Astrologic
How To Make Friends and Influence People Based on Their Sun Sign
Amelia Wood
A comprehensive guide to navigating relationships—as told by the stars

Summary
Astrology enthusiasts and everyday stargazers know their sun signs. But knowing what makes one’s own sign tick only gets a person so far. With Astrologic, readers can fully immerse themselves in understanding the inner workings of their sun signs as they relate to others. Whether it’s finding the key to success with a workplace rival, tapping into deeper romance with a love interest, supporting a friend who’s a few turns short of a spiral, or learning how to defuse family arguments with a quick scroll of the birthday calendar, readers are given the tools to win at sun sign connections.

Contributor Bio
AMELIA WOOD is a Gemini who gets sh*t done. When she's not staring into your soul after you've told her your sign, she can be found multitasking the sh*t out of writing projects and charming the pants off all of her friends and accomplices.
One Question a Day (Neutral)
A Five-Year Journal: A Personal Time Capsule of Questions and Answers
Aimee Chase
A treasured series with a gorgeous new look!

Summary
One Question a Day is the five-year journal that continues to capture the hearts of journal lovers and keepsake collectors everywhere. Perched in countless bookstores since its inception in 2016, this simple yet sophisticated book of 365 introspective questions that readers can pore over and reflect upon for five years. With a fresh new cover, One Question a Day joins the ranks of other successful journals that offer alternative cover art while maintaining the integrity of the interior work. Now journalers can enjoy this elegant, hand-lettered package in a new way!

Contributor Bio
AIMEE CHASE is a writer and editor with a perfectly imperfect life. She lives in the Boston area with her husband and two spontaneous little boys who remind her to live in the moment. Aimee's books include One Question a Day: A Five Year Journal, and Present, Not Perfect: A Journal for Slowing Down, Letting Go, and Loving Who You Are.
Mythogoria: Fairy Nightmares
A Demon Fae Coloring Book
Chellie Carroll

A neverland of terrifying, twinkling fairies

Summary
The spine-tingling Mythogoria series presents a mischievous dystopia where magic dreams have lost their way. Mythogoria: Fairy Nightmares melds the whimsy of beautiful pixies and fairy forests with horror and demons into a special kind of Tinker-hell. With more than 45 illustrations, advanced colorists step into a terrifying, confounding world of beauty and the things that go bump in the night.

Contributor Bio
CHELLIE CARROLL loves drawing and enjoys experimenting with mixed media. She lives with her partner and two children in the Peak District of England where she is surrounded by the beautiful, inspirational countryside and a plentiful supply of tea and biscuits.
Murder Rewind: Death at Blockbuster
Minute Mysteries Set in the 1990s
S. K. Doyle
Quick and clever murder mysteries for fans of the '90s

Summary
Prepare to be transported in crime! Nostalgia meets intrigue in Murder Rewind: Death at Blockbuster, a captivating collection of '90s-themed murder mysteries. Your knowledge of the decade will be your greatest ally in unraveling 70 compact-but-complex puzzles ingeniously woven around the iconic elements of the decade, from dial-up internet and VHS tapes to grunge music and neon fashion. Masked slashers, vengeful lovers, and ironic ends are no match for millennials who’ve seen it all.
Mangatopia: Sea Creatures
An Underwater Coloring Book of Anime and Manga
Liv Wan
*A joyful celebration of adorable sea creatures in whimsical waters*

**Summary**
Dive into a bubbly world of enchanting marine life with *Mangatopia: Sea Creatures*, a delightful addition to our series of sweet kawaii coloring books. From smiling jellyfish in jaunty hats to bashful narwhals, enchanting merkittens, and friendly octopus baristas serving seaweed lattes, each page invites you to immerse yourself in a sea of charming creatures. Fans of Japanese stories like *Ponyo* will love this treasure trove of creativity that travels to the cutest depths of the ocean.

**Contributor Bio**
LIV WAN is a world-traveling designer and illustrator who loves to bring people joy through her fun and cheerful art. When she's not working, you'll find her gardening, cooking delicious food, and spending time with her family in west London.
Are You There, God? It's Me, In Menopause
An Unfiltered, Honest Guide to Midlife Hormones, Health, and Happiness
Carol King, Dr. Ashley Alexis, ND
A relatable, no-BS guide to let women know they’re not going crazy and not alone as they approach menopause.

Summary
Whether in the throes of middle school or perimenopause, navigating new phases of life can bring up lots of questions. Welcome to a place where you can take your midlife WTFs for honest answers and real-life solutions. Covering the most commonly asked (and silently wondered) questions about the midlife change, Are You There, God? It's Me, In Menopause delivers validation, practical information, and humor for the hormonal journey on every page. Women can walk away feeling understood and empowered. We must-We must-We must increase our trust . . . that we can start conversations, ask even the questions that seem absurd, and fight menopause misinformation.

Sample Questions/Chapters:
- Am I premenstrual, perimenopausal, or just a bitch?
- Are these eggs expired, or do I need a pregnancy test?
- Did I really order that from Amazon, or am I losing my mind? [brain fog]
- When did that new wiry hair appear?
- Will my vagina ever come back from the desert?
- Why am I crying over a commercial?

Contributor Bio
CAROL KING is a passionate menopause awareness advocate and TikTok’s favorite "Menopause Auntie." She also hosts the Menopause Firecrackers Support Group on Facebook, encouraging women to talk about menopause experiences openly. Carol lives in Barbados.

ASHLEY ALEXIS, ND, is a naturopathic doctor who specializes in guiding women through menopause on their terms. Dr. Alexis offers personalized, evidence-based, holistic options through the Golden Leaf Health Center, based in California.
**Killer Puzzles**

**Crosswords, Cyphers, Cryptograms, and More for the True-Crime Obsessed**

Archer Thorne

*The ultimate code-cracking puzzle book for die-hard true crime mystery fans*

**Summary**

*Killer Puzzles* is the opportunity devoted true crime followers have been waiting for. Eager at-home detectives have the opportunity to show off their knowledge of modern history’s most notorious criminals and their shocking crimes. With their encyclopedic knowledge of true crime and forensic focus, puzzlers can hone in on the details to solve myriad puzzles, from cryptograms, anagrams, and head-scratching quizzes to word searches, crosswords, and more.

With an endless supply of podcast and streaming series that document gruesome unsolved mysteries, the criminal unraveling of some of the most vicious killers, and cases so cursed and complex that only an army of online warriors can solve them, there’s no shortage of fatal facts to untangle.

**Contributor Bio**

ARCHE THORNE is a nonfiction writer whose fascination for forensics comes from his mom, a pathologist. He balances his truecrime research with plenty of time playing with his two kids and their dopey yellow lab, Noodle, in Portland, Oregon.
F*ck Around and Find Out
A Sweary Coloring Book for the Fearless
Caitlin Peterson, Kimma Parish
The swear word coloring book that's fresh out of f*cks

Summary
Celebrate English’s greatest four-letter words, salty sayings, and unrelenting sass with the all-new coloring book, F*ck Around and Find Out. In this joyfully irreverent book of black-and-white line art that will inspire, relax, and rejuvenate any weary soul, colorists everywhere can scatter their swears like cathartic confetti. Full of relaxing art and words in need of asterisks, this new addition to our successful swear-word coloring books shows off the joys of throwing caution to the wind.

Contributor Bio
CAITLIN PETERSON is the creative visionary behind a variety of humorous coloring books, including, Too Glam to Give a Damn, Cheer the F*ck Up, You Are a F*cking Badass, and Too Late for Coffee, Too Early for Wine.
Mangatopia: Adorable Aliens
A Cosmically Cute Coloring Book of Anime and Manga
Liv Wan
An out-of-this-world kawaii and chibi coloring adventure full of delightfully strange creatures

Summary
Blast off into a universe of color with Mangatopia: Adorable Aliens, the latest in our series of whimsical kawaii coloring books. Perfect for admirers of all things cute and extraterrestrial, this book is a joyful journey through space alongside its most amiable inhabitants. Each page is brimming with interstellar characters, from starry-eyed space kittens to charming Martians and galactic robots. Fans of Japanese stories like My Neighbor Totoro will fall in love with this colorful close encounter.

Contributor Bio
LIV WAN is a world-traveling designer and illustrator who loves to bring people joy through her fun and cheerful art. When she's not working, you'll find her gardening, cooking delicious food, and spending time with her family in west London.
Miniature Inspirations: Tiny Triumphs to Color and Display
Maddie Morales
Simple and satisfying coloring vignettes

Summary
Take a colorful moment for yourself! *Miniature Inspirations* is a captivating combination of creative escapes and quick wins. This compilation of four petite coloring scenes has something for everyone, from seekers of calming waters and tiny worlds to lovers of cuddly creatures and playful swirls. And each delightful pint-size creation can be brought to life in minutes.
**Mythographic Color and Discover: Dragonspell**

*An Artist’s Coloring Book of Magical Realms and Epic Quests*

Joseph Catimbang

*A bold expedition across fantasy universes for advanced colorists*

**Summary**

*Dragonspell* is the all-new, transfixing collection of fantasy coloring from the beloved *Mythographic* series. Devoted colorists looking for highly detailed art in spectacular metamorphosis will be enthralled with the mythical journeys before them. With incredible black-and-white illustrations of dragons, pegasus, and wild creatures soaring across the page, castles with sparkling spires and mysterious dungeons, and sorcery revealed in stunning proportions, this advanced coloring book will delight fans of the series and fantasy games alike.

**Contributor Bio**

JOSEPH CATIMBANG is a self-taught Filipino-American illustrator and graphic designer based in Orange County, California. Known for his surreal and minimalist style, Joseph's art evokes emotion through incredible detail and dream-like perspectives to emphasize the natural world.
Floriographic: Midnight Garden
An Artist’s Coloring Book of Nighttime Floral Wonders
Maurizio Campidelli
*A nocturnal exploration of the language of the flowers for coloring artists*

**Summary**
The gorgeous *Floriographic* series of lush gardens with secrets to tell presents an all-new coloring book for advanced artists. *Floriographic: Midnight Garden* reveals the language of the flowers through highly detailed illustrations of blossoms flourishing under the glint of moonlight, accompanied by thought-provoking yet poetic explanations. Flower and coloring enthusiasts can communicate messages and catch the hushed whispers of every bouquet and blooming garden. This unique style with bold pops of black skies brings out the soft colors and pretty moonbeams of flowers at night.

**Contributor Bio**
MAURIZIO CAMPIDELLI grew up reading comic books, and it was the amazing adventures, humor, and fantasy found in those pages that eventually inspired his illustration style. Maurizio now works as an illustrator in Rimini, Italy, and he can be found on the beach, running, or biking on the boardwalk in his free time. His coloring books include *Crush and Color* series titles *Jason Momoa*, *Keanu Reeves*, and *Idris Elba*. 
The Jane Austen Insult Guide for Well-Bred Women
Serving Tea with a Side of Scorn
Emily Reed
A sensible collection of withering rebuffs for Jane Austen fans

Summary
This gifty humor book is a celebration of the sharpest, wittiest, most beloved Jane Austen characters and the surprisingly timeless power of their biting and poignant words. Each spread includes a scathing Austen character quote, its literary context, and poignant suggestions for modern-day application. Did that anti-immigration speech from Uncle Ron ruin Thanksgiving dinner? Render him confused and speechless with a well-timed, hate-whispered: “It was a delightful visit—perfect in being much too short” as you hightail it out of there. The Jane Austen Insult Guide for Well-Bred Women is the perfect female-forward humor gift for book lovers and Austen fans alike.

“I send no compliments to your mother.” —Lady Catherine, Pride and Prejudice

"It was a delightful visit—perfect in being much too short." —Emma

“After abusing you so abominably to your face, I could have no scruple in abusing you to all your relations.” —Elizabeth, Pride and Prejudice

Contributor Bio
EMILY REED is a freelance writer and ardent Austen fan who often finds herself wondering "What Would Jane Do?" in irksome social interactions. You can usually find her curled up with a book and a cat at her home in Bloomfield, New Jersey.
The Roman Empire Got It Right
From Stoicism to Strapless Bikinis, More than 500 Genius Innovations and Ideas that Still Matter Today
Steven Marr

Everything there is to know about the Roman Empire

Summary
The Roman Empire Got It Right is the ultimate compendium of knowledge on the Roman Empire. This no-BS trivia book includes the most fascinating information about the empire everyone’s thinking about. Voracious readers will be armed with a gladiator’s mental strength, discovering facts about Roman infrastructure, philosophy, inventions, and innovations that spawned great societies past and present. From the invention of roads, aqueducts, and bikinis to the stoicism of Marcus Aurelius and the celebrity lives of gladiators, this book is a must-have for fans of the Roman Empire.

Contributor Bio
STEVEN MARR is a freelance writer and journalist who moonlights as a trivia enthusiast and eager consumer of the kind of book that is in your hand. When not scouring dusty stacks of used reference books, he can be found at the nearest Kubrick retrospective.
Manga Sparkle: Mermaid City
A Shimmery Sea of Anime & Manga Style Coloring Art
K. Camero

Manga meets mystical in this enchanting under-the-sea coloring book!

Summary

*Manga Sparkle: Mermaid City* is a glittering dive into creativity. This aquatic realm of mermaids, playful sea creatures, and underwater kingdoms is the next installment of this peppy and playful coloring book series. With a sparkly cover and pops of colorful ink on every coloring page, this elevated package offers coloring enthusiasts a unique canvas to embellish fun manga art.

Contributor Bio

K. CAMERO is a self-taught illustrator and graphic designer from Los Angeles who grew up feeding Tamagotchis and catching Pokémon. She graduated from Otis College of Art and Design and moved to Japan for a year, where she taught art and English. Today she lives with her partner in Oakland, California. When she’s not drawing or designing, she’s playing Animal Crossing or snuggling with her Italian greyhound, Deerling.
The Cutest of Cute Amigurumi Party
A Coloring Book of Crocheted Snacks & Treats
K. Camero, Rika
It’s an amigurumi party, and the guest list is too cute!

Summary
Celebrate adorable creativity! Amigurumi is the Japanese art of knitting and crocheting tiny, cute creatures. The Cutest of Cute Amigurumi Party is a coloring book that plays on the texture of knitted crochet figures in detail that’s all-too-sweet. Each illustration of kawaii-like popcorn, cuddly candy bars, and fun-loving cupcakes offers even more details to color and create for a way to relax and unwind. As a special gift to crafters, there are four adorable crochet patterns by popular amigurumi artist, Rika, included!

Contributor Bio
KAI CAMERO is a self-taught illustrator and graphic designer from Los Angeles who grew up feeding Tamagotchis and catching Pokémon. When she’s not drawing or designing, she’s playing Animal Crossing or snuggling with her Italian greyhound, Deerling.

RIKA loves to share her crochet patterns and creations—from pizza to pop culture to penguins—on TikTok, YouTube, and Instagram @rika.crochet. She is originally from New Zealand but now lives in Seattle, Washington.
Dark & Dreamy Tales from Japan
Curious Legends from the Greatest Storytellers on Earth
Yuyupanchi
Magical tales reborn through modern manga art

Summary
From Yokai and demons to fairies and supernatural animals, the origins of today’s best anime and manga come to life in this stirring collection of Japanese folklore. Modern readers will enjoy the artful flourishes of manga-style illustrations that accompany these bold and breathless yokai (supernatural) and kwaidan (ghost) tales. Universal themes such as love, death, fate, revenge, honor, and triumph weave their way through this compelling anthology and shed light on one of the most adored and fascinating cultures on Earth.

Contributor Bio
YUYUPANCHI studied comic and manga art at Osaka College of Art and Design. He's received numerous illustration awards, including a "Kitaisho" (honorable mention) from Kodansha, the publisher of a monthly comic magazine, and additional manga awards from Japanese publishers Shogakukan and Shueisha. Yuyupanchi creates manga art for clients in various fields, including a series called Aispo for Aichi prefecture.
A Field Guide to Fairies and Magical Beings
Understanding, Finding, and Protecting Fae
Kayleigh Efird
An illustrated survey of magical fae for fans of witchcraft, magic, fantasy, and gaming

Summary
From Welsh and Irish lore to modern-day sightings, this complete reference guide to fae, elves, pixies, changelings, and their magical brethren offers a world of understanding through a romantic and vintage lens. Graced with antique flourishes of art, this believer's manual encourages the reader to deepen their knowledge of mystical creatures and connects them to a long history of fairy enthusiasts. With a practical approach that assumes the existence of winged wonders and encourages the preservation of their habitats, A Field Guide to Fairies and Magical Beings speaks to a generation of environmentally-conscious readers who grew up creating fairy gardens and appeals to those who enjoy the escape of fantasy game worlds, embrace the witchcraft movement, and seek divinity in nature.